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Abstract
Solovay showed that there are noncomputable reals α such that H(α  n) 
H(1n) +O(1), where H is preﬁx-free Kolmogorov complexity. Such H-trivial reals
are interesting due to the connection between algorithmic complexity and eﬀective
randomness. We give a new, easier construction of an H-trivial real. We also an-
alyze various computability-theoretic properties of the H-trivial reals, showing for
example that no H-trivial real can compute the halting problem (which means that
our construction of an H-trivial computably enumerable set is a particularly easy,
injury-free construction of an incomplete c.e. set). Finally, we relate the H-trivials
to other classes of “highly nonrandom” reals that have been previously studied.
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1 Introduction
Our concern is the relationship between the intrinsic computational complex-
ity of a real and the intrinsic randomness of the real. In [11,12], together
with LaForte, we looked at ways of understanding the intrinsic randomness of
reals by measuring their relative initial segment complexity. (In this paper,
“random” will always mean “1-random”; see Section 2 for basic deﬁnitions.)
Thus, for instance, if α and β are reals (in (0, 1)), given as binary sequences,
then we can compare the complexities of α and β by studying notions of re-
ducibility based on relative initial segment complexity. For example, we deﬁne
α K β if K(α  n)  K(β  n) + O(1), where we will be denoting classical
Kolmogorov complexity by K. For preﬁx-free Kolmogorov complexity H, we
deﬁne α H β analogously.
The goal of the papers [11,12] was to look at the structure of reducibilities
like the above, and interrelationships among them, as a way of addressing
questions such as: How random is a real? Given two reals, which is more
random? If we partition reals into equivalence classes of reals of the “same
degrees of randomness”, what does the resulting structure look like?
The classic example of a random real is the halting probability of a uni-
versal preﬁx-free machineM , Chaitin’s Ω =
∑
σ∈dom(M) 2
−|σ|. It is well-known
that Ω has the property that α H Ω for all reals α.
A natural question to ask is the following: Given reals α Q β (for Q ∈
{H,K}), what can be said about the computational complexity of α and β
measured relative to, say, Turing reducibility?
For example, if we restrict our attention to computably enumerable (c.e.)
reals (ones whose left cuts are computably enumerable), then being H-com-
plete like Ω implies that the real is Turing complete. A natural guess would
be that for all reals, if α Q β then α T β. However, this is not true in
general.
The present paper is concerned with “trivial reals”. These are reals whose
complexity is “low” or trivial from the point of view of randomness, in the
sense that such reals resemble computable reals like 1ω.
Building on work of Loveland [29], Chaitin proved that if α is a real with
K(α  n)  K(1n) + O(1) then α is computable. That is, if in terms of its
Kolmogorov complexity, α looks like 1ω, then it must be trivial computation-
ally. What about the preﬁx-free version? Chaitin also proved that if a real α
has the property that H(α  n)  H(1n)+O(1) then α is ∆02. He asked if this
could be improved to say that α must be computable.
It is a remarkable result that one cannot so improve this: Solovay [35]
proved that there are ∆02 noncomputable reals β such that H(β  n) 
H(1n) + O(1). Solovay’s proof is in an unpublished manuscript, and is long
and diﬃcult. All known proofs of Solovay’s theorem use variations of his
technique.
In Section 3 we will give a new, short and easy proof of a strengthening of
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Solovay’s result that such noncomputable “H-trivial reals” exist. To state an
extension of this result, we need another triviality notion.
Answering a question of Kucˇera and of van Lambalgen, Kucˇera and Terwijn
[22] constructed a set X which is low for random. Here we say that X is low
for random (also known as Martin-Lo¨f-low) iﬀ the collection of sets random
relative to X is exactly the collection of random sets. It is possible to modify
the construction given in Section 3 to show that there exist noncomputable
computably enumerable sets that are both H-trivial and low for random.
H-triviality is surely a remarkable phenomenon. The remainder of the
present paper is devoted to exploring this concept.
We prove that no H-trivial set can be Turing complete, and indeed every
H-trivial set has array non-computable (anc) degree, where a degree is anc
if it contains one of the array non-computable sets of Downey, Jockusch and
Stob [13,14] (see Section 6 for a deﬁnition). This means that the construction
of a noncomputable H-trivial real provides a very simple (one line, essentially)
injury-free solution to Post’s problem.
In an unpublished report, Zambella [40] proved that there is a computable
function f such that for each c there are at most f(c) many reals α with
H(α  n)  H(1n) + c.
No proof of Zambella’s theorem has appeared in print. We will give a proof
of this result.
The reducibility H is a preordering and hence we can form a degree
structure from it, the H-degrees. The resulting degree structure on the c.e.
reals has as its join operation ordinary addition. That is, [α] ∨ [β] = [α + β],
where [α] is the H-degree of α. The H-trivial reals form the least H-degree.
The notion of triviality seems intimately related to weak truth table re-
ducibility. Recall that A wtt B iﬀ there is a Turing procedure Φ and a
computable function ϕ such that ΦB = A and for all x the maximum number
queried of B on input x is bounded by ϕ(x). We prove that the H-trivial reals
form an ideal in the wtt-degrees.
Related to the topic ofH-triviality is work of Kummer [24]. Kummer inves-
tigated “Kummer trivial” computably enumerable sets. In terms of classical
(non-preﬁx free) Kolmogorov complexity, we know that if A is a computably
enumerable set then K(A  n)  2 log n + O(1) for all n. Kummer con-
structed computably enumerable sets A and constants c such that, inﬁnitely
often, K(A  n)  2 log n − c. He called such sets complex. Kummer also
showed that the computably enumerable degrees exhibit a gap phenomenon.
Namely, either a degree a contains a complex set A, or all c.e. A ∈ a are
“Kummer trivial” in the sense that K(A  n)  (1 + ) log n + O(1) for all
 > 0. (By Chaitin’s work, if K(A  n)  log n+O(1) then A is computable,
so this result is sharp.) Kummer proved that the degrees containing such
complicated sets are exactly the anc degrees. We prove that (i) not every
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array-noncomputable computably enumerable set is H-trivial, and (ii) there
exist Turing degrees containing only Kummer trivial sets which contain no
H-trivial sets. The result (ii) implies that being Kummer trivial does not
make a set H-trivial.
2 Basic Deﬁnitions
Our notation is standard, except that we follow the tradition of using H for
preﬁx-free complexity and K for non-preﬁx-free complexity. Our computabil-
ity-theoretic notation follows Soare [33].
We work with reals between 0 and 1, identifying a real with its binary
expansion, and hence with the set of natural numbers whose characteristic
function is the same as that expansion. A real α is c.e. if its left cut is c.e. as
a set, or equivalently, if α is the limit of a computable increasing sequence of
rationals.
We work with machines with input and output alphabets {0, 1}. A machine
M is preﬁx-free (or self-delimiting) if, for all ﬁnite binary strings σ and τ  τ ′,
we haveMσ(τ)↓ ⇒Mσ(τ ′)↑, whereMσ means thatM uses σ as an oracle. It
is universal if for each preﬁx-free machine N there is a constant c such that,
for all binary strings σ and τ , if Nσ(τ) ↓ then Mσ(µ) ↓= Nσ(τ) for some µ
with |µ|  |τ |+ c. We call c the coding constant of N .
The preﬁx-free complexity H(τ) of a binary string τ is the length of the
shortest binary string σ such that M(σ)↓= τ for a ﬁxed universal preﬁx-free
machineM . (The choice ofM does not aﬀect the preﬁx-free complexity, up to
a constant additive factor.) For a natural number n, we write H(n) for H(1n).
A real α is random, or more precisely, 1-random, if H(α  n)  n−O(1).
An important tool in building preﬁx-free machines is the Kraft-Chaitin
Theorem.
Theorem 2.1 (Kraft-Chaitin) From a c.e. sequence of pairs (〈ni, σi〉)i∈ω
(known as axioms) such that
∑
i∈ω 2
−ni  1, we can eﬀectively obtain a preﬁx-
free machine M such that for each i there is a τi of length ni with M(τi)↓= σi,
and M(µ)↑ unless µ = τi for some i.
3 A short proof of Solovay’s theorem
We now give our simple proof of Solovay’s theorem that H-trivial reals exist.
This was proved by Solovay in his 1974 manuscript [35]. The proof there is
complicated and only constructs a ∆02 real.
Theorem 3.1 (after Solovay [35]) There is a noncomputable c.e. set A
such that H(A  n)  H(n) +O(1).
Remark 3.2 While the proof below is easy, it is slightly hard to see why it
works. So, by way of motivation, suppose that we were to asked to “prove”
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that the set B = {0n : n ∈ ω} has the same complexity as ω = {1n : n ∈ ω}.
A complicated way to do this would be for us to build our own preﬁx-free
machine M whose only job is to compute initial segments of B. The idea
would be that if the universal machine U converges to 1n on input σ then
M(σ)↓= 0n. Notice that, in fact, using Kraft-Chaitin it would be enough to
buildM implicitly, enumerating the length axiom (or “requirement”) 〈|σ|, 0n〉.
We are guaranteed that
∑
τ∈dom(M) 2
−|τ | 
∑
σ∈dom(U) 2
−|σ|  1, and hence
Kraft-Chaitin applies.
Note also that we could, for convenience and as we do in the main con-
struction, use a string of length |σ| + 1, in which case we would ensure that∑
τ∈dom(M) 2
−|τ | < 1/2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The idea is the following. We will build a noncom-
putable c.e. set A in place of the B described in the remark and, as above,
we will slavishly follow U on n in the sense that whenever U enumerates, at
stage s, a shorter σ with U(σ) = n, then we will enumerate a requirement
〈|σ|+ 1, As  n〉 for our machine M . To make A noncomputable, we will also
sometimes make As  n = As+1  n. Then for each j with n  j  s, for the
currently shortest string σj computing j, we will also need to enumerate an
axiom 〈|σj|, As+1  j〉 for M . This construction works by making this extra
measure added to the domain of M small.
We are ready to deﬁne A:
A = {〈e, n〉 : ∃s (We,s ∩ As = ∅ ∧ 〈e, n〉 ∈ We,s ∧
∑
〈e,n〉js
2−H(j)[s] < 2−(e+2))},
where We,s is the stage s approximation to the eth c.e. set and H(j)[s] is the
stage s approximation to the H-complexity of j.
Clearly A is c.e.. Since
∑
jm 2
−H(j) goes to zero as m increases, if We
is inﬁnite then A[e] ∩W [e]e = ∅. It is easy to see that this implies that A is
noncomputable. Finally, the extra measure put into the domain ofM , beyond
one half of that which enters the domain of U , is bounded by
∑
e 2
−(e+2)
(corresponding to at most one initial segment change for each e), whence
∑
σ∈dom(M)
2−|σ| <
∑
σ∈dom(U)
2−(|σ|+1) +
∑
e
2−(e+2)  1
2
+
1
2
= 1.
Thus M is a preﬁx-free machine, and hence H(A  n)  H(n) +O(1). ✷
We remark that the above proof can be modiﬁed to prove a stronger re-
sult, which appears to be due to Muchnik, namely that there exists a non-
computable c.e. set A that is super-H-trivial, in the sense that H-complexity
relativized to A is the same as H-complexity, up to an additive constant. Such
an A is both H-trivial and low for random.
Clearly the proof also admits many variations. For instance, we can make
A promptly simple, or below any nonzero computably enumerable degree. We
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cannot control the jump or make A Turing complete, since, as we will see, all
H-trivials are Turing incomplete, and in fact, low2. We do not know if the
H-trivials coincide with the low for random sets. An interesting test case is
whether all H-trivials are of low Turing degree, since all low for random sets
are of low Turing degree (by combining results of Kucˇera and Terwijn [22] and
Nies [31]).
4 Turing degrees of H-trivials
In this section we give a proof that every H-trivial c.e. real is Turing in-
complete. This proof can be modiﬁed to show that every H-trivial real α is
Turing incomplete, and in fact not high (i.e., α′ <T ∅′). A more complicated
modiﬁcation shows that α must be array computable, and hence low2 (i.e.,
α′′ ≡T ∅′′).
Theorem 4.1 Every H-trivial c.e. real is Turing incomplete.
Proof. Since for every c.e. real there is a wtt-equivalent c.e. set, it is enough
to prove the theorem for c.e. sets.
Suppose that A is H-trivial, c.e., and complete. For convenience, assume
that 0 /∈ A, so that, thought of as a real, A  1/2. Let e be such that
ΦAe = K, where K is the halting problem, and let d be such that ∀n (H(A 
n)  H(n) + d).
We build a c.e. set B and a preﬁx-free machine M (via the Kraft-Chaitin
Theorem). By the Recursion Theorem, we can assume that we know i such
that ΦKi = B and the coding constant b of M . Let Γ = Φi ◦ Φe, so that
ΓA = B, and let c = b+ d, so that ∀n (H(A  n)  HM(n)+ c). Let k = 2c+2.
We adopt the usual conventions on the use γ of Γ. All values appended by
[s] will be taken at the end of the stage. We also assume that we have slowed
down our construction enough so that ∀s ∀n  s (H(A  n)[s]  HM(n)[s]+c)
and ∀s ∀n  s (ΓA(n)[s]↓).
We will have the following global variables: natural numbersm0, . . . ,mk−1,
which are always kept in increasing order; reals Used and Trash; and sets of
natural numbers Current j for j  k and Successful. In each procedure below,
q will always be a local variable.
Let us ﬁrst deﬁne the procedure Increase:
(i) Let s+ 1 be the current stage.
(ii) Choose a fresh large n and enumerate 〈n, 2−γA(mk−1)[s]〉 as an axiom for
M . Add 2−γ
A(mk−1)[s] to Used.
(iii) If during stage s+1 some number enters A below γA(mk−1)[s] then remove
2−γ
A(mk−1)[s] from Used and add it to Trash. In this case, return 0.
(iv) Enumerate n into Currentk, conclude stage s+1, and return 2
−γA(mk−1)[s].
Let us now deﬁne the procedure Load(j):
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(i) If j = k then return Increase.
(ii) Let q = 0 and let s+ 1 be the current stage.
(iii) While q < 2−γ
A(mj−1)[s] (or q < 1/2 if j = 0):
(a) Call Load(j + 1) and add the returned value to q.
(b) End the current stage t.
(c) If γA(mj−1)[t] = γA(mj−1)[s] then remove q from Used and add it to
Trash. In this case, empty Currentj+1 and return 0.
(iv) Enumerate mj into B and choose a fresh large value for each mi, i  j.
(v) If, during the current stage t+1, some number enters A below γA(mj−1)[t]
then remove q from Used and add it to Trash. In this case, empty
Currentj+1 and return 0.
(vi) Enumerate every number in Currentj+1 into Currentj, empty Currentj+1,
conclude stage t+ 1, and return q.
Our main procedure is as follows:
(i) Let Used = Trash = 0 and let each Currentj be empty. Choose values for
m0, . . . ,mk−1.
(ii) Call Load(0)
(iii) Let Successful = Current0.
It is easy to check that the total amount of the axioms for M is equal to
Used + Trash, that Used  1/2, and that Trash  A  1/2. (To see that
Trash  A, notice that, for each n ∈ A, the amount that is put into Trash as
a consequence of n entering A at stage s is at most the amount corresponding
to the elements of Currentj for the least j such that n < γ
A(mj)[s], and that
this amount is bounded by 2−γ
A(mj)[s].)
Furthermore, the main procedure must terminate. This can be argued by
reverse induction. First of all, Load(k) always returns. Now assume that
Load(j + 1) always returns. Then the only way Load(j) can get stuck is
if the values returned by successive calls to Load(j + 1) go to 0. But that
would mean that lims γ
A(mj)[s] =∞, contradicting the choice of Γ. Thus, by
induction, Load(0) always returns, and by the same argument as above, the
values returned by successive calls to this routine do not go to 0. This means
that the main procedure eventually terminates.
It is now easy to check that Used =
∑
n∈Successful 2
−HM (n) = 1/2. We claim
that for each n ∈ Successful, if s is least such that HM(n)[s+1] = HM(n) then
A  n assumes at least k many values after stage s. If this is true then we have
a contradiction, since
∑
n∈Successful k2
−(HM (n)+c) = k2−c
∑
n∈Successful 2
−HM (n) =
2c+22−c(1/2) > 1.
To verify the claim, let n ∈ Successful. At some stage s+ 1 we enumerate
〈n, 2−γA(mk−1)[s]〉 as an axiom forM . Notice that HM(n)[s+1] = HM(n), since
we never enumerate another axiom involving n.
For each j < k, let tj + 1 be the stage at which n enters Currentj and let
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lj = γ
A(mj)[s]. Sincemj enters A stage tj+1, we have A[tj+1]  lj = A[s]  lj.
On the other hand, A[tj + 1]  lj−1 = A[s]  lj−1, since otherwise n could not
enter Currentj.
So we have A[tk−1]  n = · · · = A[t0]  n, as desired. ✷
One ﬁnal limitation is the following.
Theorem 4.2 The Turing degrees of H-trivial reals are bounded by a c.e.
degree strictly below 0′.
Proof. Nies (unpublished) has shown that every H-trivial real is Turing re-
ducible to an H-trivial c.e. set, so it is enough to prove the theorem for the de-
grees of H-trivial c.e. sets. Notice that the statement “H(Wi  n)  H(1n)+c
for all n” is Π02 in the parameters i, c. Thus the collection of indices of H-
trivial c.e. sets is Σ03. We can enumerate a piecewise c.e. set A where the
〈i, c〉-th column is equal to Wi iﬀ Wi is H-trivial with constant c, and ﬁnite
otherwise. By Theorem 6.3, the H-trivials are closed under join, so such a set
has the property that ⊕mnA(m) is Turing incomplete for all m. Hence, the
result follows from the strong form of the thickness lemma (e.g., Soare [33],
Ch. VIII, Theorems 2.3 and 2.6). ✷
In unpublished work, Nies has shown that the degrees of H-trivial c.e. sets
are bounded below 0′ by a low2 c.e. set. This is much more diﬃcult to prove.
5 Zambella’s Theorem
In this section we will give proofs of some unpublished material of Zambella.
Our proofs are diﬀerent and we establish some intermediate results of inde-
pendent interest.
Deﬁnition 5.1 Given a preﬁx free machine D, we deﬁne the Zambella mea-
sure with respect to D as
ZD(σ) = µ(D
−1(σ)).
That is, ZD(σ) is the probability that D outputs σ. If D is the ﬁxed
universal machine we will write Z(σ) for ZD(σ).
Theorem 5.2 ZD(σ) = O(2
−H(σ)).
We make a few comments before proving this theorem. A measure of
complexity is any function F : 2<ω → ω such that ∑σ 2−F (σ) < 1 and
{〈σ, k〉 : F (σ)  k} is c.e.. Chaitin [5] introduced this concept and showed
that H-complexity is a minimal measure of complexity in the sense that, for
any measure of complexity F , we have H(σ)  F (σ) + O(1). Notice that
− log2 Z(σ) is a measure of complexity, and hence, by the minimality of H
among measures of complexity, we know that 2−H(σ)  Z(σ). Therefore, by
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Theorem 5.2, we know that for some constant d,
2−H(σ)  Z(σ)  d2−H(σ).
Therefore, we can often replace usage of H by Z. As an illustration, for reals
α and β, we have the following result.
Theorem 5.3 α H β iﬀ there is a constant c such that for all n,
cZ(β  n)  Z(α  n).
Proof. Suppose that α H β. Then there is a constant d such that for all n,
H(α  n)  H(β  n) + d. This happens iﬀ there is a constant d′ such that
for all n,
2−H(αn)  d′2−H(βn).
This happens iﬀ for some c and all n, Z(α  n)  cZ(β  n). The other
direction is similar. ✷
Remark 5.4 For any σ, Z(σ) is random.
To see that the remark is true we use the Kraft-Chaitin Theorem to build
a machine M and show that Ω S Z(σ), where S is Solovay reducibility (see
[12] for a deﬁnition and discussion of Solovay reducibility). At stage s, if we see
U(ν)↓, where U is the universal machine, we declare thatM(ν) = σ. Then for
some c = cM , there is a ν
′ with U(ν ′) = σ and furthermore |ν|  |ν ′|+c. Thus
whenever we add 2−|ν| to Ω, we add 2−(|ν|+c) to Z(σ), and hence Ω S Z(σ),
which implies Z(σ) is random.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.2. The idea of the proof is the
following: We will use the Kraft-Chaitin Theorem to deﬁne a preﬁx-free ma-
chine M as follows. Whenever we see ZD(σ)  22r−n, where n is the current
H-complexity of σ, we will enumerate an axiom 〈n − r + 1, σ〉 (saying that
some string of length n − r + 1 is mapped to σ by M). For large enough r
we will get to contradict the minimality of H. In detail, at stage s, we do the
following.
For each σ, n, r < s, if
• σ, n, s is not yet attended to,
• n > 2r  2,
• H(σ)[s] = n, and
• ZD(σ)  22r−n, then attend to σ, r, n by enumerating an axiom 〈n−r+1, σ〉.
Notice that for any ﬁxed σ, r, we put in axioms 〈n−r+1, σ〉 for descending
values of n. Let hσ,r be the last value put in. We add at most
∞∑
n=0
2−(hσ,r−r+1+n) = 2−hσ,r+r
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to the measure of the domain of M .
When we put in the last axiom 〈hσ,r−r+1, σ〉, we see that ZD(σ)  22r−hσ,r .
Since D is preﬁx-free, for this ﬁxed r we can conclude that
∑
σ
22r−hσ,r  1.
Therefore,
2r
∑
σ
2−hσ,r+r  1.
Hence, for r we can add at most 2−r to the measure of the domain of M .
Thus, as r  1, we can apply the Kraft-Chaitin Theorem to conclude that M
exists.
Let c be such that
H(σ)  HM(σ) + c.
Let d = 22(c+2). Then we claim that
ZD(σ)  d2−H(σ).
To see this, let r = c + 2. If ZD(σ) > 2
2r−H(σ), then eventually we put in an
axiom 〈H(σ)− r+1, σ〉, and hence HM(σ)  H(σ)− (c+1), a contradiction.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
This result allows us to get a analog of the result of Chaitin for the number
of descriptions of a string.
Corollary 5.5 There is a constant d such that for all c and all σ,
|{ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c}|  d2c.
Proof. Trivially,
µ({ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c}) 
2−(H(σ)+c) · |{ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c}|.
But also, µ({ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c})  d · 2−H(σ), by Theorem 5.3.
Thus,
d2−H(σ)  2−c2−H(σ)|{ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c}|.
Hence, d2c  |{ν : D(ν) = σ ∧ |ν|  H(σ) + c}|. ✷
We can now conclude that there are few H-trivials.
Theorem 5.6 The set Sd = {σ : H(σ) < H(|σ|) + d} has at most O(2d)
many strings of length n.
Proof. Given a universal preﬁx-free machine U , there is another machine V
with the following property: V has for each n a program of length m (on
which it converges) whenever the sum of all 2−|p| such that U(p) is deﬁned
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and has length n is at least 21−m; furthermore V has for every n and every
length m at most one program of length m. As U is universal, it follows that
there is a constant c such that the following holds: If the sum of all 2−|p| such
that U(p) is deﬁned and has length n is at least 2c−m, then there is a program
q of length m with U(q) = n.
Let m = H(n) and n be any length. There are less than 2d+c+1 many
programs p of length m+ d or less such that U(p) has length n, as otherwise
the sum 2−|p| over these programs would be at least 2c+1−m, which would cause
the existence of a program of length m−1 for n, a contradiction to H(n) = m.
So the set Sd = {σ : H(σ) < H(|σ|) + d} has at most 2d+c+1 many strings of
length n, where c is independent of n and d. ✷
Corollary 5.7 (i) (Zambella [40]) For a ﬁxed d, there are at most O(2d)
many reals α with
H(α  n)  H(1n) + d
for all n.
(ii) (Chaitin [5]) If a real is H-trivial, then it is ∆02.
Proof. Consider the ∆02 tree Td = {σ : ∀ν ⊆ σ(ν ∈ Sd)}. This tree has width
O(2d), and hence it has at most O(2d) many inﬁnite paths. For each such
path X, we can choose σ ∈ Td such that X is the only path above σ. Hence
such X is ∆02. ✷
6 Triviality and wtt-reducibility
Recall that A wtt B iﬀ there is a procedure Φ with computable use ϕ such
that ΦB = A. As we have seen in the earlier papers mentioned in the intro-
duction, wtt-reducibility seems to have a lot to do with randomness consider-
ations. Triviality is no exception.
Theorem 6.1 Suppose that α ≤wtt β and β is H-trivial. Then α is H-trivial.
Proof. For each computable ϕ : N → N,
H(ϕ(n))  H(n) +O(1).
(To see this consider the preﬁx-free machineM such that for all σ, if U(σ) = n
then M(σ) = ϕ(U(σ)), where U is a universal preﬁx-free machine.)
Now suppose that α = Φβ with computable use ϕ and that β is H-trivial.
We have
H(α  n)  H(β  ϕ(n)) +O(1)  H(ϕ(n)) +O(1)  H(n) +O(1),
by the above. ✷
We now show that the H-trivials are closed under ⊕, and hence form an
ideal in the wtt-degrees. We begin by showing that the H-trivials are closed
under addition.
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Theorem 6.2 If α and β are H-trivial then so is α + β.
Proof. Assume that α, β are two H-trivial reals. Then there is a constant c
such that H(α  n) and H(β  n) are both below H(n) + c for every n. By
Theorem 5.6 there is a constant d such that for each n there are at most d
strings τ ∈ {0, 1}n satisfying H(τ)  H(n)+ c. Let e be the shortest program
for n. One can assign to α  n and β  n numbers i, j  d such that they are
the i-th and the j-th string of length n enumerated by a program of length
up to |e|+ c.
Let U be a universal preﬁx-free machine. We build a preﬁx-free machine
V witnessing the H-triviality of α+β. Representing i, j by strings of the ﬁxed
length d and taking b ∈ {0, 1}, V (eijb) is deﬁned by ﬁrst simulating U(e) until
an output n is produced and then continuing the simulation in order to ﬁnd
the i-th and j-th string α and β of length n such that both are generated by a
program of size up to n+ c. Then one can compute 2−n(α+β+ b) and derive
from this string the ﬁrst n binary digits of the real α + β. These digits are
correct provided that e, i, j are correct and b is the carry bit from bit n+1 to
bit n when adding α and β – this bit is well-deﬁned unless α + β = z · 2−m
for some integers m, z, but in that case α + β is computable and one can
get the ﬁrst n bits of α + β directly without having to do the more involved
construction given here. ✷
Corollary 6.3 The wtt-degrees containing H-trivials form an ideal in the
wtt-degrees.
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, we know that if α and β are H-trivial, then so is
α + β, where + is normal addition. Now let α′ = α(0)0α(1)0 . . ., where α(n)
is the nth bit of α, and let β′ = 0β(0)0β(1) . . .. Both α′ and β′ are H-trivial,
since they have the same wtt-degrees as α and β, respectively. It follows that
α′ + β′ = α⊕ β is H-trivial. ✷
Theorem 6.2 suggests the question of whether addition is a join on the
H-degrees. In general, it is not (for example, Ω H Ω + (1 − Ω)), but for
c.e. reals it is. This fact considerably simpliﬁes the analysis of the H-degrees
of c.e. reals (compare for instance the diﬃculties in studying the sw-degrees
considered in [11], many of which arise from the lack of a join operation).
Theorem 6.4 If α, β are c.e. reals then the H-complexity of α + β is – up
to an additive constant – the maximum of the H-complexities of α and β. In
particular, α+β represents the join of α and β with respect to H-reducibility.
Proof. Let γ = α + β. Without loss of generality, the reals represented by
α, β are in (0, 1/2), so that we do not to have to care about the problem of
represent digits before the decimal point. Furthermore, we have programs
i, j, k which approximate α, β, γ, respectively, from below, such that at every
stage and also for the limit the equation α+ β = γ holds.
First we show that H(γ  n)  max{H(α  n), H(β  n)} + c for some
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constant c. Fix a universal preﬁx-free machine U . It is suﬃcient to produce a
preﬁx-free machine V that for each n computes (α + β)  n from some input
of length up to max{H(α  n), H(β  n)}+ 2.
V receives as input eab where a, b ∈ {0, 1} and e ∈ {0, 1}∗. The length
of the input is |e| + 2. First V simulates U(e). In the case that this sim-
ulation terminates with some output σ, let n = |σ|. Now V simulates the
approximation of α and β from below until it happens that either
• a = 0 and σ = α  n or
• a = 1 and σ = β  n.
Let α˜, β˜ be the current values of the approximations of α and β, respectively,
when the above simulation is stopped. Now V outputs the ﬁrst n bits of the
real α˜ + β˜ + b · 2−n.
In order to verify that this works, given n, let a be 0 if the approximation of
β is correct on its ﬁrst n bits before the one of α and let a be 1 otherwise. Let
e be the shortest program for α  n in case a = 0 and for β  n in case a = 1.
Then U(e) terminates and |e|  max{H(α  n), H(β  n)}. In addition, we
know both values α  n and β  n once U(e) terminates. So α˜ and β˜ (deﬁned
as above) are correct on their ﬁrst n bits, but it might be that bits beyond
the ﬁrst n cause a carry to exist which is not yet known. But we can choose
b to be that carry bit and have then that V (eab) = γ  n.
For the other direction, we construct a machine W that computes (α 
n, β  n) from any input e with U(e) = γ  n. The way to do this is to simulate
U(e) and, whenever it gives an output σ, to simulate the enumerations of
α, β, γ until the current approximation γ˜  n = σ. As α˜ + β˜ = γ˜, it is
impossible that the approximations of α, β will later change on their ﬁrst n
bits if γ  n = σ. So the machine W then just outputs (α˜  n, β˜  n), which is
correct under the assumption that e, and therefore also σ, are correct. ✷
Recall that a computably enumerable set X is (Kummer) complex iﬀ
K(X  n)  2 log n − c inﬁnitely often. (No computably enumerable set
can have K(X  n)  2 log n − c for all n (see [28], Exercise 2.58).) Recall
also that, by [24], a computably enumerable degree d either has complex c.e.
sets or every c.e. set D ∈ d is Kummer trivial in the sense that for all  > 0
there is a constant c such that for all n,
K(D  n)  (1 + ) log n+ d.
The relevant degrees containing the complex sets are the array noncomputable
degrees of Downey, Jockusch and Stob. Recall that a very strong array {Fx :
x ∈ N} is a strong array such that |Fx| < |Fx+1| for all x. A c.e. set A is
called anc relative to such a very strong array iﬀ for all c.e. sets W there are
inﬁnitely many x such that W ∩Fx = A∩Fx. A relevant fact for our purposes
is the following.
Theorem 6.5 (Downey, Jockusch and Stob [13,14]) For all wtt degrees
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d, and all very strong arrays {Fx : x ∈ N}, if d contains a set that is anc
relative to some very strong array, then d contains one which is anc relative
to {Fx : x ∈ N}.
We ﬁrst show that array noncomputable wtt-degrees (i.e., ones containing
anc c.e. sets) cannot be H-trivial.
Theorem 6.6 If d is an array noncomputable c.e. wtt-degree then no set in
d is H-trivial.
Proof. We will build a preﬁx-free machine M . The range of M will consist
of initial segments of 1ω. By the Recursion Theorem, we can assume we know
the coding constant d of our machine in the universal preﬁx-free machine U .
Choose a very strong array such that |Fe| = 2d+e+1. By Theorem 6.5, d
contains a set A anc relative to this array. We claim that A is not H-trivial,
and hence the wtt-degree d contains no H-trivials.
Suppose that A is H-trivial and that A H 1ω with constant c. We will
build a c.e. set V with V ∩ Fg = A ∩ Fg for all g > c, contradicting the array
noncomputability of A. For each e, we do the following. First we “load”
2d+e+1 beyond max{x : x ∈ Fe+c}, by enumerating into our machine an axiom
〈2d+e+1, 1z〉 for some fresh z > max{x : x ∈ Fe+c}. The universal machine
must respond at some stage s by converging to As  z on some input σ of
length  d + e + 1 + c. We then enumerate into Vs, our “kill” c.e. set, the
least p ∈ Fe+c not yet in Vs, making Fe+c ∩ A[s] = Vs ∩ Fe+c[s]. Notice that
we only trigger enumeration into V at stages after a quantum of 2e+1+c+d has
been added to the measure of the domain of U . Now the possible number of
changes we can put into V for the sake of e+ c is |Fe+c|, which is bigger than
2e+c+1+d. Hence A cannot respond each time, since if it did then the domain
of U would have measure bigger than 1. ✷
One might be tempted to think that the Kummer trivial c.e. sets and the
H-trivial sets correspond. The next result shows that at least one inclusion
fails. The proof is technical, and we omit it in the interest of space.
Theorem 6.7 There is a c.e. Turing degree a which consists only of Kummer
trivials but contains no H-trivials.
Array noncomputable degrees have one further connection with our inves-
tigations. Recall that a set A is low for random iﬀ every random set is still
random relative to A. Kucˇera and Terwijn [22] were the ﬁrst to construct such
sets. They used a theorem of Sacks [32] to prove that any low for random set
A must be of GL1 Turing degree. That is, A⊕∅′ ≡T A′. This was improved by
Nies [31], who also showed that there are only countably many low for random
sets, and that they are all ∆02 and hence low (i.e., A
′ ≡T ∅′). The following
result seems to be a theorem of Zambella. Following Ismukhametov [16] we
call a set A traceable or weakly computable iﬀ there is a computable function
f such that for all g T A, there is a weak array {Wh(x) : x ∈ N} such that
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(i) |Wh(x)|  f(x) for almost all x and
(ii) g(x) ∈ Wh(x) for all x.
Ismukhametov [16] observed that if a degree is weakly computable then
it is array computable, and the notions coincide for computably enumerable
sets. Ismukhametov proved the remarkable theorem that the c.e. degrees with
strong minimal covers are exactly the weakly computable degrees. Further-
more, any weakly computable degree (in general) has a strong minimal cover.
Theorem 6.8 Suppose that A is low for random. Then A is low (Nies [31])
and additionally A must be weakly computable.
Proof sketch. If one mimics the Terwijn-Zambella proof that Schnorr low
sets are computably traceable ([37]), but using Martin-Lo¨f lowness in place of
Schnorr lowness, then the “if” direction proves the theorem. ✷
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